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TAZ Verification
Congratulations to everyone for submitting their TAZs to the Census Bureau Geography Division! As
of November 26, the Census Bureau had received TAZ polygon equivalency files exported from TAZUP software for over 1400 counties across the United States. The Census Bureau geographers are
busy checking your submissions as well as updating TIGER to incorporate the changes and additions
as best as they can.
Starting around April 2000, the Census Bureau Geography Division will issue a version of
TIGER/Line 99. These will include preliminary census tract boundaries, census block-group
Boundaries, TAZs, and 1999 municipal boundaries. Using a revised version of TAZ-UP, you will be
able to read in TIGER/Line 99 and compare the TAZs from that file to the TAZ boundaries you
submitted in October 1999. It is very important that you keep your TAZ directory on your computer=s
hard drive intact so that this comparison can be made. You will have one month from the time you
receive TIGER/Line 99 to review the file. If changes are needed to fewer than 20 TAZs, you will
need to only submit verification maps, if more changes are needed, a new polygon Equivalency File
will need to be submitted along with the maps.

Reminder
CTPP Project Funds were due to AASHTO by November 1, 1999. If you have not submitted
your funds to AASHTO, please get them in as soon as possible. If you have any questions
please contact Deb Buchacz, AASHTO at (202) 624-5839 or at debbieb@aashto.org.

Workplace Update Program
Key Dates: January-April 2000
By Phillip Salopek,
US Census Bureau
Several milestones have been passed in the
Workplace Update program since the last
CTPP 2000 Status Report. The purpose of
the program is to give MPOs (and State
DOTs if they wish) the opportunity to
review, update, and correct the list of
employers Census will use in coding Census
2000 place-of-work responses. (See the
June and September 1999 CTPP Status
Reports for more background.)
There are two methods for coding place of
work to the block or TAZ level that Census

uses in conjunction with one another. The
first method uses the workplace address the
respondent has provided on the census
questionnaire. This information is compared
against the address ranges in TIGER to
assign the worker to a TIGER/Line feature
and side. If the address range is not found
or the information provided is insufficient,
coding is attempted using the employer
name provided by the respondent. The
Census Bureau uses a geocoded list of
employers to compare the respondents’
entry against. If found, the TIGER/Line and
side associated with that employer are
assigned to the record. Once the worker has
been assigned to a TIGER/Line and side,
that information can be converted to all the
higher-level geography, from traffic analysis
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zone and block all the way up the
geographic hierarchy to State and county.
For Census 2000, we are using a different
method of compiling the list of employers
than we have in the past. Previously, we
began with our Census-confidential
Standard Statistical Establishment List
(SSEL) and supplemented it with entries
from a number of other sources, including
lists of major traffic generators from MPOs.
One of the major drawbacks to this was the
fact that we could never share the final list
with anyone outside the Bureau because of
the confidentiality of the SSEL. It was also
difficult to unduplicate records among the
various source files, which led to computer
and clerical indecision when trying to code.
Furthermore, the creation of an employer
file was difficult for many MPOs, and
Census had a difficult time handling all the
submissions.
Instead of asking transportation agencies to
submit the names and addresses of the major
employers in their area, this time Census is
providing a list and asking interested parties
to review it. The list will be accompanied
by software to help you organize and

structure your review of the employer
records. The software is being called WorkUP and is an extension to the ArcView GIS.
ESRI is creating the software under contract
to the Census Bureau. The contract was
awarded and a kick-off meeting with a proof
of concept demo was held in September. A
prototype of the application was developed
in October, and during November, Census
and US DOT staff reviewed a beta copy of
the software. Modifications to that version
are currently underway, with a finished
product expected in December.
Census will be sending a letter and form to
MPOs and State DOTs during December to
find out who is willing to participate in the
program. Distribution of the software and
employer files will follow soon after, in
late December or early January. The
turnaround time for reviewing the file will
be relatively short. Census will want the
work completed by the end of April.
Questions concerning the program can be
referred to Clara Reschovsky or Phil
Salopek in the Journey-to-Work and
Migration Branch of the Census Bureau at
(202) 366-5000, option #4, or call them
directly at (301) 457-2451.

CTPP 2000 Tables:
Standard and Custom
by Clara Reschovsky,
US Census Bureau
In June 1999, the CTPP Planning Group
held a meeting with a group of
transportation planners from across the
country, to find out what tables were the
most important to be included in CTPP
CTPP 2000. The loudest and most consistent
message we heard was the desire to see a
custom tabulation component of CTPP.
Therefore, in addition to defining a standard
set of CTPP tables, we are also investigating
our options for a custom tabulation program.

The options include working with existing
programs at the Census Bureau such as
American Fact Finder (AFF), or creating a
separate custom tabulation system as part of
CTPP 2000. As of now, AFF is not
designed to tabulate data based on traffic
analysis zones, nor to provide tables based
on workplace location or on commuter flows
between home and work.
In coming months, the CTPP Planning
Group will evaluate the pros and cons of
working with American Fact Finder and of
creating a separate system.
…Continued in Page 7
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Census 2000 Advertising
Campaign
The outreach campaign for Census 2000 was
launched formally at a ceremony in
Washington, D.C. on October 27. The aim
of the program is to increase the response
rates by generating public awareness.
The Census Bureau is spending $160 million
in paid advertising for obtaining prime time
advertisements and using professional
services. This is a markedly different
approach from previous efforts. In 1990, the
Census Bureau relied on free advertisements
and public service announcements to
promote participation. Unfortunately these
advertisements were run at times when
viewer and listener audience were smallest.
The national advertising campaign began in
October with an educational phase designed
to make people aware of Census 2000. The
motivational phase will start early in 2000,
before census forms go in the mail in
mid-March.
State Efforts to Improve Response
Complete count in the Census is extremely
important for all State and local
governments in view of the federal funding,
and congressional redistricting. Realizing
this, some state governments are
implementing their own efforts to reduce the
undercount. California, the nation’s most
populous state has launched a Complete
Count Committee, backed by an
unprecedented level of state funds ($25
million), in an effort to reduce the
undercount of Californians.
The transportation community in particular
has a lot to gain from a successful Census
campaign. The data are vital for many
aspects of our planning needs. It is therefore
in our best interests to participate in the
advertising campaign for Census 2000.

An Example of a Census 2000
Advertisement Template

Participate in the Census 2000
Advertising Campaign
Your participation in Census publicity
activity will go a long way in ensuring
complete counts and subsequently reliable
data for local analyses. In the 1990 census,
many MPOs and transit agencies included
interior and exterior bus signs promoting
completion of the census forms. For 2000,
the Census Bureau has developed several
poster series that celebrate our nation’s
diversity, motivate response, reinforce
messages, and encourage cooperation with
Census 2000 workers.
You can Create Your Own Advertisement
Materials
You can download copies of logos, taglines,
and photos to develop your own materials
from the Census Bureau web site at:
http://www.census.gov/dmd/www/advertise.
html.
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You can get materials from the Census
Bureau
Copies of these posters are available from
your regional partnership specialists. A list

of these contacts is maintained at:
http://www.census.gov/dmd/www/8assista.htm.

and is printed below.

Census 2000 Partnership Specialists
Region
Alabama, Florida, Georgia

Contact
Mary Love Sanford,
Danielle Jo
Alaska, Northern California, Idaho, Bob Clingman
Oregon, Washington
Arizona, Colorado, Montana,
Pamela Lucero
Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico,
North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah,
Wyoming
Arkansas, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Ben Arzu, Tom Beaver
Missouri, Oklahoma
Southern California, Hawaii
Reina Ornelas
Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, Tia Costello
New Hampshire, New York (except
for New York City and the
Buroughs), Rhode Island, Vermont
Delaware, District of Columbia,
Lyn Kirshenbaum,
Maryland, New Jersey (Part), and
Juanita Britt
Pennsylvania
Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin
Marilyn Stephens,
Joyce Marks
Kentucky, North Carolina, South
Victoria Burke,
Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia
William Ward
Louisiana, Mississippi, Texas
Marisela Lopez
Michigan, Ohio, West Virginia
Vince Kountz
New York City, Long Island,
Alice Chin,
Westchester and Rockland counties, Martha Butler
and New Jersey (Part)
Puerto Rico
Hector Feliciano
U.S. Virgin Islands, American
Idabelle Hovland,
Samoa, Commonwealth of Northern Census Bureau
Mariana Islands, Guam
Source: U.S. Census Bureau

City
Atlanta

Phone Number
404-331-0573

Seattle

206-553-5882

Denver

303-231-5029

Kansas City 816-801-2020
Los Angeles 818-904-6522
Boston
617-424-4977

Philadelphia 215-597-8312

Chicago

312-353-9759

Charlotte

704-344-6624

Dallas
Detroit
New York

214-655-3060
248-967-9524
212-620-7702

Puerto Rico 787-771-3660
Suitland,
301-457-8443
MD
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Census 2000 Products
Louisa Miller of the Bureau of Census
presented a talk on Census 2000 products at
the Association of Public Data Users
(APDU’99) Conference held in Alexandria,
Virginia in October 1999. The following
table lists products, timeline, media, and
geographic level for the products to be
released. The first product released will be
the Census 2000 Redistricting Data
Summary File which is required to be
produced by April 1, 2001. The

transportation planning community will be
very interested in access to the Full
Microdata file
(100% September, 2000,
Sample - January, 2003). This product will
allow tabulation from the confidential
microdata files with disclosure limitation
required under Title 13, Section 9 of the
U.S. Code.
The first data for the Census Transportation
Planning Package (CTPP 2000) is expected
to be released around December 2002.

Census 2000 Products Timeline
Planned Release
Date

Product

Media

100 Percent Data
Census 2000 Redistricting Data Internet,
Summary File
CD-ROM
September-December Full Microdata File
Internet
2001
June-September 2001 Demographic Profile
Internet,
CD-ROM,
Paper
100 Percent Summary Files
(HSF)
June-September 2001 Total File (Inc. 7 race
Internet,
categories + Hispanic)
CD-ROM
October-December Race and Hispanic Iterated File
2001
National Files (inc. first
May-June 2002
available urban/rural
Data)
June-December 2001 Quick Tables
Internet
Geographic Summary Tables
Sample (Long form) Data
December 2001 – Demographic Profile
Internet,
March 2002
CD-ROM,
Paper
December 2002Full Microdata File
Internet
March 2003
April- June 2002 Public Use Microdata Sample
Internet,
(PUMS)
CD-ROM
August 2002Quick Tables
Internet
March 2003
Geographic Summary Tables
Sample Summary File (SSF)
August 2002Total File (Inc. 7 race, Hispanic Internet,
December 2002
& ancestry)
December 2002Race, Hispanic, and Ancestry
CD-ROM
March 2003
Iterated File
April 1, 2001

Lowest Geography Unit

Blocks
User defined down to Block
Groups
Places

Blocks / Census Tracts
Census Tracts
Large Places
Census Tracts
Places
Places

User defined down to Census
Tracts
Public Use Microdata Areas
(PUMAs)
Census Tracts
Places
Block groups/Census Tracts
Census Tracts
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Message from the Chair
TRB Subcommittee
On one hand, it is hard to believe that the
decennial census is just around the corner.
On the other, we probably won’t see small
area data from CTPP until the end of 2002.
As far as preparatory work, we are in the
home stretch. The States and MPOs have
defined their TAZs and 26 States have
ponied up their financial contribution. The
only things left are for the States and MPOs
to verify their TAZs in early 2000 against
the new TIGER/Line 99 files and to help the
Census Bureau staff update its employerbased geocoding files. Once that is
complete it will be time to focus on the data,
how to use it and that special analysis you
have just been waiting to do.

planning community work to make this a
good census. A quick telephone call to the
local Census Office can put you in touch
with all the materials, ideas and any other
information you need to promote the
completion of the Census forms. Keep in
mind that the Census is much more than just
a count of the population. For more
information on how you can partner with the
Census call the national partnering office at
(301) 457-2989 or visit
http://www.census.gov/dmd/www/8assista.h
tm.
On other fronts there are a variety of census
data issues of which the subcommittee is
aware and is following. These include:
•

The Metropolitan Area Standards
Review Project (MASRP). During the
1990s the Office of Management and
Budget began a full-scale review of the
metropolitan area standards
(boundaries). The review will culminate
in the publication of standards for the
following decade. Plans call for
publication of the final standards before
census day (April 1) 2000. These
standards will establish new
metropolitan area boundary definitions.
The best place to stay updated on this
issue is by visiting the census bureau's
web site at
http://www.census.gov/population/www
/estimates/masrp.html

•

North American Industry Classification
System (NAICS). This system is
replacing the U.S. Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) system. It promises
to provide better, more detailed
information that will likely enhance
metropolitan planning. NAICS is
coming on line with each new census
data product and was rolled out with the

There is, of course, the matter of getting
people to fill out their census forms and to
return them! This is especially important for
those who get the long form (the
transportation community’s bread and
butter) and in those areas where
undercounting is perceived as a problem.
While it is in an area’s political interest to
assure a good total population count, it is
also important for the transportation
community to protect its interest.
Coming into the 1990 Census, many states
and MPOs aggressively promoted the
completion of the long form to its largest
employers with special mailings, posters,
pay check inserts and employee newsletter
articles. The intent of the effort was to have
the employers remind their employees to
complete the long form, if they received
one, and how best to identify the work
location to aid in its geocoding.
While the Subcommittee is not orchestrating
any particular program or activity, it is
important that the entire transportation
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recent 1997 Economic Census. As
NAICS comes into play the
subcommittee is interested in learning
how it is being received and used within
the transportation planning community.
For more information on NAICS visit:
http://www.census.gov/epcd/www/naics.
html.
•

American Community Survey (ACS).
From a research, planning and data
mining perspective the ACS is
promising to keep our agenda full for
many years to come. In short, the ACS
will be the replacement for the decennial
census long form and will yield data on
an annual basis. To properly discuss the
ACS would take several volumes-suffice it to say the subcommittee will be
following the ACS closely. For more

information on it visit:
http://www.census.gov/acs/www/
In general, the subcommittee is interested in
hearing of any transportation-related uses of
census-related data or products. We are
particularly interested in any research
underway related to the use of NAICS or the
ACS. If you know of any work feel free to
drop me an email at berwyned@mcs.com.
Happy Y2K! If you will be at TRB in
January, the subcommittee meeting will be
Monday, January 10, at 9:00 a.m. in the
Hilton Farragut room.
Ed Christopher
TRB Subcommittee on Census Data for
Transportation Planning (A1D08(1))

Award
Phillip Salopek of the CTPP Planning Group received the Census Bureau’s highest honorary
award, the Bronze Medal, for continued high-quality work in developing the journey-to-work
statistics program, and for building a significant, long-term relationship with the Department of
Transportation and the place-of-work data user community.
Congratulations Phil.
Census 2000 Tables
Continued from Page 2…
We are currently planning for the AASHTO
contract to include some type of custom
tabulation component, but it is not clear if
current CTPP 2000 funding can support both
pre-tabulated data and a full custom
tabulation system. We are also discussing
how access to a custom tabulation system
would work for the State DOTs and MPOs
who financed CTPP 2000 through
AASHTO, and whether it would also be
available to other users.
So, what about the pre-tabulated data? The
content of the standard tabulations is still
under development. One issue still up in the
air is how to tabulate race and Hispanic

origin, but we want to see how this question
is resolved for standard Census 2000
products before we decide what to do in
CTPP 2000.
We expect to produce many of the same
tables for CTPP 2000 as we did in 1990
(Parts A/1, B/2, and C/3, in particular) to
promote trend analysis. In addition, as
recommended at the June 1999 meeting, we
expect to add tables addressing welfare-towork initiatives, environmental justice, and
Title 6 (Civil Rights) issues. Our current
goal is to have a set of preliminary table
outlines ready for distribution in January at
the annual Transportation Research Board
meetings.
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CTPP Hotline 202-366-5000
Contacts
TRB Committees
Ed Christopher (Census
Subcommittee Chair)
PH: 202-366-0412
FAX: 202 366-3640
Email: berwyned@mcs.com
Ron Tweedie (State Data
Committee Chair)
PH: 518-457-1966
FAX: 518-457-7848
Email: rtweedie@gw.dot.state.ny.us
Chuck Purvis (Urban Data
Committee Chair)
PH: 510-464-7731
FAX: 510-464-7848
Email: cpurvis@mtc.ca.gov
Ed Limoges (Census
Subcommittee Secretary)
PH: 313-961-4266
FAX: 313-9614869
Email: limoges@semcog.org
FHWA:
Elaine Murakami
PH: 202-366-6971
FAX: 202-366-7742
Email: elaine.murakami@fhwa.dot.gov
Nanda Srinivasan
PH: 202-366-5021
FAX: 202-366-7742
Email: nanda.srinivasan@fhwa.dot.gov
BTS:
Ed Christoper
(See under TRB Committees)
AASHTO:
Deborah Buchacz
PH: 202-624-5839
FAX: 202-624-5806
Email: debbieb@aashto.org

Census Population Division (JTW questions)
Phil Salopek
PH: 301-457-2454
Fax: 301-457-2481
Email: phillip.a.salopek@ccmail.census.gov
Clara Reschovsky
PH: 301-457-2454
FAX: 301-457-2481
Email: clara.a.reschovsky@ccmail.census.gov
Census Geography Division
(for TAZ update Questions)
Jamie Rosenson
PH: 301-457-1099
FAX: 301-457-4710
Email: jrosenson@geo.census.gov
Valerie Murdock
PH: 301-457-1099
FAX: 301-457-4710
Email: vmurdock@geo.census.gov
Bob LaMacchia
PH: 301-457-1022
FAX: 301-457-4710
Email: rlamacchia@geo.census. gov
FTA:
Paul Branch
PH: 202-366-6694
FAX: 202-493-2478
Email: paul.branch@fta.dot.gov
Jim Ryan
PH: 202-366-0954
FAX: 202-493-2478
Email: james.ryan@fta.dot.gov
Sherry Riklin
PH: 202-366-2419
FAX: 202-493-2478
Email: sherry.riklin@fta.dot.gov

